
COP4020 Programming Assignment 1 - Fall 2016

In this programming assignment we design and implement a small imperative program-
ming language “Micro-PL”. To run Mirco-PL programs we compile them to Scheme and
execute them in Scheme. Our compiler is written in Scheme. The objective of this assign-
ment is to apply programming language design principles, implement program transla-
tion, and experience Scheme programming. We will use common Scheme programming
constructs presented in the class notes and some extras that are explained in this docu-
ment.

What is Micro-PL?

Our Micro-PL programming language is imperative. It adopts a procedural style pro-
gramming with side effects (explicit state changes by variable assignment). Our Micro-
PL programming language supports assignments to variables, function calls (including
functions to perform arithmetic), programming statement sequences, if-then-else control
flow, and loops. Micro-PL is dynamically typed, so any type of value can be assigned to
a variable as long as the variable is declared in the outer scope.

The syntax of Micro-PL is relatively simple and is designed to simplify reading and pars-
ing of Micro-PL programs by our source-to-source compiler. By keeping the syntax simple
we do not need to implement advanced parsing techniques for our translator. Our trans-
lator parses keywords and expressions that include function calls. The command-like
appearance is somewhat reminiscent of older BASIC dialects and Algol 60.

Micro-PL is case insensitive. By convention, we will use upper case names for keywords.
Names of variables are prefixed with a $ to distinguish them from function names.

• A LET assigns a value to a variable. For example:

LET $greeting = ”Hello, world!”

• A DO DONE pair encloses a block of statements:

DO
LET $foo = 0
LET $bar = 1

DONE

Micro-PL does not require semicolons to separate or terminate statements (thus tak-
ing a neutral position in the semicolon wars!). Statements are sequenced with white
space (blanks, tabs, and newlines).
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• A local scope of variables is declared with VAR followed by the variables and their
initial values, followed by a DO DONE block in which these variables are visible
(are “in scope”). Each variable must be initialized. This requirement prevents any
accidental use of uninitialized variables and values:

VAR
$foo = 0
$bar = 1

DO
LET $foo = $bar

DONE

This means that $foo and $bar are declared with a local scope and initialized to 0
and 1, respectively. The value of $foo is reassigned in the block. Note that a local
scope means that the values of $foo and $bar are not visible outside of the scope of
the VAR DO DONE block. Therefore, the example code shown above is not very
useful as the updated value of $foo is not visible and not used.

• An IF ELSE ENDIF forms a conditional construct:

VAR
$foo = TRUE
$bar = 1

DO
IF $foo

LET $bar = 0
ELSE
ENDIF

DONE

The code above assigns 0 to $bar, because the condition is true. Note that branches
can be empty, but you cannot omit the ELSE keyword that is required.

• A UNTIL LOOP iterates while the given condition is false (iterates zero times when
the condition is initially false). The loop exits when the given condition is true:

VAR
$foo = FALSE

DO
UNTIL $foo

LET $foo = TRUE
LOOP

DONE

This loop iterates only once, because $foo is initially false and then set to true in the
loop.
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• A FOR LOOP iterates a loop counter from a starting value to an ending value:

FOR $i = 1 TO 10
LET $foo = $i

LOOP

The loop counter is locally scoped. This means that the loop counter $i is only visible
in the loop body and its value cannot be accessed after the loop body.

• Finally, a statement can be an expression. An expression is either:

– A constant. Any Scheme constant can be used, such as integer, float, string, and
also atoms (that must be quoted such as ’a and ’()).

– A variable. Variable names must start with a $.
– A function call of the form

name arg1 . . . argn !
where name is a function name or operator and argi, i ≥ 0, are expressions. The
! terminates the list of arguments and invokes the function.

For example:

IF eq? $foo 0 !
display ”foo is zero” !

ELSE
display ”foo is non-zero” !

ENDIF

Note that display is the Scheme function to display its argument on the terminal. All
Scheme functions and operators such as = shown above can be called in this way.

Here is a table of some built-in Scheme functions to invoke using this syntax:

Function call Description
display value ! displays a value
newline ! advance to new line
list value1 . . . valuen ! construct a list of n values
cons value list ! construct a list node
car list ! head value of a list
cdr list ! tail of the list
pair? list ! true if list is not empty
length list ! length of a list
+ value1 . . . valuen ! sum values (− subtracts, ∗ multiplies, etc.)
< value1 . . . value2 ! compare values (<, <=, =, >, >=, <>)
eq? value1 . . . value2 ! true when values are equal
equal? value1 . . . value2 ! true when values are structurally equal
and value1 . . . valuen ! logical and (use or for logical or)
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The Micro-PL syntax does not permit grouping with parenthesis. Instead, prefix
notation is used with spacing where the exclamation operator ! is used to termi-
nate the list of arguments passed to a function/operator and to invoke the func-
tion/operator. This prefix notation is consistently applied. For arithmetic opera-
tions this can look a bit odd. For example, to compute y = x2 − x we write:

LET $y = − * $x $x ! $x !

In the following sections we develop a compiler that compiles a Micro-PL program to a
Scheme s-expression that can be executed in Scheme.

Compiling Micro-PL to s-expresions

We will use the following Scheme functions for file I/O:

• (set-current-input-port! (open-input-file filename)) opens filename for reading so that
subsequent (read) calls scan the input file and return tokens (atoms and constants).

• (read) returns the next “token” from the file, where a token is a Scheme atom or
constant.

• eof-object? token is true of token is an end-of-file marker.

Here is an example that uses these functions to tokenize a file into a list of tokens:

; tokenize takes a file name and returns a list of tokens
(define tokenize

(lambda (filename)
(begin (set-current-input-port! (open-input-file filename))

(read-list))))

; read-list returns a list of tokens recursively read from the current input port
(define read-list

(lambda ()
(let ((token (read)))

(cond ((eof-object? token) ’())
(else (cons token (read-list)))))))

If you are not familiar with the begin, let, cond, and the if special forms, then this is a good
time to read up on Scheme (see the lecture notes and the textbook).
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Observe the following:

• tokenize returns the value of (read-list), but opens the file first and assigns it to the
current input port before reading starts;

• the let in read-list assigns the current input token value (a Scheme atom or constant)
to the token local variable (since let takes a list of variable-value pairs, we must use
((token read)) to enclose the pair in the list);

• if the token is an end-of-file marker then read-list returns an empty list ’(). This is
the base case of recursion where we have no (further) input and return an empty
list;

• if the token is not an end-of-file marker then we construct a new list node with the
token value and a tail that is recursively constructed by subsequent read-list calls.

The first function that we will write for our Micro-PL compiler is similar to tokenize,
except that it invokes a function statement that parses a Micro-PL statement and converts
its token sequence to a Scheme s-expression:

(define compile
(lambda (filename)

(begin (set-current-input-port! (open-input-file filename))
(statement (read)))))

The statement function is our compiler. It takes the first token that was already read
and it continuous to read more tokens until the end of the statement. It then returns
the s-expression compiled for this token stream. We can load our compiler into Scheme
and then execute compile at the Scheme command line (this assumes that the compiler’s
source code is located in the compiler.scm file) as follows:

engelen@linprog1:˜>scheme
...
1 ]=> (load "compiler")
...
1 ]=> (compile "testprog")

At this point we should see the s-expression representation of the Micro-PL program test-
prog.

How to implement the statement parsing function and several other parsing functions of
our compiler in Scheme is discussed next.
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Micro-PL Program Statements

The statement function takes a token that was already read and continues parsing more
tokens to compile a single Micro-PL statement. We check the initial token for a matching
keyword. If there is no match we assume the statement is an expression:

(define statement
(lambda (token)

(cond ((eq? token ’VAR) (var-statement))
((eq? token ’DO) (do-statement))
((eq? token ’UNTIL) (until-statement))
((eq? token ’FOR) (for-statement))
((eq? token ’IF) (if-statement))
((eq? token ’LET) (let-statement))
(else (expression token)))))

Each statement function in this cond is responsible for reading the entire sequence of
tokens that represents that programming construct and for compiling it to an s-expression
that can be executed in Scheme. When a statement is an expression, we already read its
first token and therefore we must pass it as an argument to the expression function to
include it in its parsing steps.

To get started, let’s implement the var-statement function:

(define var-statement
(lambda ()

(let* ( (d (declarations))
(s (statements)))

(cons ’let* (cons d s)))))

We use the Scheme let* to ensure that each variable-value pair is assigned in the correct
order as specified. Scheme function arguments are not evaluated in order, nor are let pairs
evaluated in order! For example, (list (read) (read) (read)) does not ensure that the three values
are stored in the list in the same order as in the file! In fact, most programming languages
(C/C++ also) leave the evaluation of arguments unspecified, which allows the compiler
to optimize the code more aggressively.

Again, make sure to use let* in your Scheme compiler implementation to ensure the
proper ordering of function calls that perform I/O before we pass the results to other
functions.
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The declarations function recursively compiles each variable = expression pair to a list of
pairs (each pair is a list of two elements) until the DO keyword is reached. More formally
specified as the inductive solution to produce a Scheme list D of declarations:

D =

{
’() if token = DO or EOF
(cons pair D) otherwise

where pair is a list of two elements produced by a declaration function that takes the
current token (considers it to be the variable name v), skips over the “=” in the input, and
calls expression to convert the expression to an s-expression e to form the pair = (v e):

(define declaration
(lambda (token)

(list token (expression (read-after ’=)))))

where we implement the following function to read a token after a specific token was
matched:

(define read-after
(lambda (token)

(if (eq? (read) token)
(read)
(display ”Syntax error”))))

To implement an expression function that compiles a Micro-PL expression to an s-expression
can be done using the following outline:

(define expression
(lambda (token)

(cond ((check-that-token-is-a-number . . . ) token)
((check-that-token-is-a-string . . . ) token)
((check-that-token-is-quoted . . . ) token)
((check-that-token-is-a-variable-name . . . ) token)
((eq? token ’TRUE) #t)
((eq? token ’FALSE) #f)
(else (fun-expression token)))))

To check for names of variables, use (string-ref (symbol->string token) 0) that returns the
first character in ASCII code that should match $.

To check if a token is quoted (that is the Scheme single quote e.g. ’foo is quoted) write
a test that uses the fact that all quoted forms are translated by the Scheme read function
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into (quote x) where x was quoted. You can try this out by starting MIT Scheme and enter
(read) then ’foo and the Scheme interpreter should response with (quote foo).

IMPORTANT: only use MIT Scheme. MIT Scheme is installed on the linprog machines!

The statements function to implement recursively compiles a sequence of statements into
a list until a matching ending keyword is reached. More formally specified as the induc-
tive solution to produce the list S of statements:

S =

{
’() if token = ending or EOF
(cons s S) otherwise

where s is the s-expression produced by the statement function we defined earlier. The
ending keyword token depends on Micro-PL construct that contains the statements.

Because there are cases where we need to produce s-expressions that cannot contain more
than one s-expression as a statement, we should put a list of s-expressions compiled from
statements into a Scheme begin block. Thus, we implement a converter that compiles a
block of statements into a begin Scheme block until a matching ending keyword token is
found:

(define begin-statements
(lambda (ending)

(let ( (s (statements ending)))
(if (pair? s)

(cons ’begin s)
’()))))

The aim is to implement the remaining Scheme functions to complete the compiler. You
can add these incrementally, for example starting with fun-expression to support func-
tion calls. The fun-expression will need another function, say arguments to compile a
sequence of expressions into a list of s-expressions until we reach the terminating excla-
mation point ! (compiling these arguments is similar to compiling statements, but we
only want expressions in this case).

You can test the compiler and run the compiled program by using the following function:

(define run
(lambda (filename)

(let ((s-expr (compile filename)))
(display s-expr)
(newline)
(eval s-expr user-initial-environment)
(newline))))
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The following Micro-PL constructs should be compiled into the s-expressions shown or
at least into s-expressions that can be executed in Scheme using eval.

Do not use non-pure (destructive) assignments in your implementation such as set-car!
to modify the s-expressions that are compiled! This can lead to problems that are hard to
diagnose. To build lists you should use cons and list and exploit recursion.

The var-statement

VAR
v1 = e1
...
vn = en

DO
s1
...
sm

DONE

is compiled to the s-expression

(let* ((v1 e1) . . . (vn en)) s1 . . . sm)

where the ei and sj are converted from Micro-PL to s-expressions before we put them into
the let* s-expression.

The do-statement

DO
s1
...
sm

DONE

is compiled to the s-expression using (begin-statements ’DONE).

(begin s1 . . . sm)
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The if-statement

IF e
s1
...
sm

ELSE
s′
1

...
s′

n

ENDIF

is compiled to the s-expression

(if e s s′)

where e is compiled to an s-expression using (expression (read)) and s and s′ are com-
piled s-expressions using (begin-statements ’ELSE) and (begin-statements ’ENDIF), re-
spectively.

The until-statement

UNTIL e
s1
...
sm

LOOP

is compiled to the s-expression

(do () (e ()) s1 . . . sm)

where e1, e2, and the si are compiled to s-expressions.
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The for-statement

FOR v = e1 TO e2

s1
...
sm

LOOP

compiles to the s-expression

(do ((v e1 (+ v 1))) ((> v e2) v) s1 . . . sm)

where e1, e2, and the si are compiled to s-expressions.

The let-statement

LET v = e

is compiled to the s-expression

(set! v e)

where e is converted to an s-expression, for example using:

(define let-statement
(lambda ()

(let ( (token (read)))
(list ’set! token (expression (read-after ’=))))))

As always, we use let to ensure we read the token just once before we call read-after and
expression that both use this token value.
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Micro-PL Examples

DO
display ”Hello, world!” !
newline !

DONE

(begin (display "Hello, world!") (newline))

VAR
$greeting = ”Hello, world!”

DO
display $greeting !
newline !

DONE

(let* (($greeting "Hello, world!")) (display $greeting) (newline))

VAR
$x = 10

DO
display * 2 $x ! !
newline !

DONE

(let* (($x 10)) (display (* 2 $x)) (newline))

VAR
$num = 10
$fac = 1

DO
FOR $i = 1 TO $num

LET $fac = * $i $fac !
LOOP
display $fac !
newline !

DONE

(let* (($num 10) ($fac 1)) (do (($i 1 (+ $i 1))) ((> $i $num) $i) (set! $fac (* $i $fac))) (display $fac)
(newline))
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VAR
$a = 8
$b = 12

DO
UNTIL eq? $a $b !

IF < $a $b !
LET $b = - $b $a !

ELSE
LET $a = - $a $b !

ENDIF
LOOP
display $a !
newline !

DONE

(let* (($a 8) ($b 12)) (do () ((eq? $a $b) ()) (if (< $a $b) (begin (set! $b (- $b $a)))
(begin (set! $a (- $a $b))))) (display $a) (newline))

VAR
$weekdays = ’(mon tue wed thu fri)
$days = append $weekdays ’(sat sun) !
$party = ’()

DO
LET $party = member ’fri $days !
display ”Going out on ” !
FOR $i = 0 TO − length $party ! 1 !

VAR
$day = list-ref $party $i !

DO
display $day !
display ” ” !

DONE
LOOP
newline !

DONE

(let* (($weekdays (quote (mon tue wed thu fri))) ($days (append $weekdays (quote (sat sun))))
($party (quote ()))) (set! $party (member (quote fri) $days)) (display "Going out on ")
(do (($i 0 (+ $i 1))) ((> $i (- (length $party) 1)) $i) (let* (($day (list-ref $party $i)))
(display $day) (display " "))) (newline))
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